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We continue to have problems with
our AOL server so have switched a
lot of our output to our BT Internet
account. Can you therefore cc:
rescuemagazine@btinternet.com
when sending any mail to our AOL
account - thanks.

We mostly work remote from the
office phone so don’t expect an
answer. However, we will ring you
back if your message hasn’t been
accidentally deleted. Better still
email us because we monitor these
continuously regardless of where we
are:
rescuemagazine@aol.com
rescuemagazine@btinternet.com
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Going to print at the end of January, get your order in NOW:
Subscribe via the website:
www.t-rescue.com..... shopping.....subscription

OUT NOW
Subscribe via the website:
www.t-rescue.com..... shopping....subscription
Left: COVER 54: The Sword weapons carrier is an overtly militaristic robot but one of a family
from Foster Miller in the US dealing with bomb disposal, HAZMAT and SAR. Robotics Support is
the subject of this issue’s TEAM.........
Below Left: and that team is ....GHOST, a UK-based highly specialist team that supports local
authorities and emergency services with incidents that would be hazardous for firefighters or work
personnel to enter.
Below Centre : Ivan Hansen looks at the 2008 SAR Canada event bringing together National
Parks Teams, Police and Coastguard to compete and compare notes in Victoria, British Columbia.
Below Bottom: One of 3 or 4 reviews in issue 54 is the 66 North Thorsmork Parka, a serious
outdoor garment well suited to Antarctic winters but in our case gets a working out in Norway and a
chance encounter with a blizzard in the UK!

ALSO IN ISSUE 55: • Review of Peli RALS Lighting
and Otterbox Laptop Case • Trauma: Tourniquets
•Market Guide to Low Pressure Airbags •Reed and
the 5th of his 7 Rope Rescue MRAs• • Sean Johnson
looks at Surfboards for swiftwater •
Four articles that were scheduled and didn’t make it but will be in
next time were 1)Spotlight on new SMC/PMI Tripod system 2) Rich
Hackwell on a new Rope Rescue system for UK Coastguard 3) Paul
Auerbach’s Wilderness Medicine Book Review and Actsafe’s Harness
Review.

Above: We review the
multirole Manta helmet
from Future-Safety
aimed at providing head
protection for rope,
water, USAR and
mounted rescue.
Right: Flood boats is
one of two Market Guide
series - one series deals
with water rescue craft
and in this issue that
means inflatablesthat are
less than 4m in length.
In the second of our
airbag series we look at
the most commonly
used pneumatic bags for
extrication and USAR large bags 12” in diameter and above. We also
look at standard airbag
techiques.
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Left: COVER 55: Three were under consideration The first is
another excellent and busy rope rescue shot from Reed Thorne
and the photogenic Arizona rock, the second and winner this time
is an ambulance of the Ontario EMS service taken by Ivan
Hansen while hanging out of his speeding car driven by wife
Jennifer and the third is one that fits well and is a Cave Rescue
shot featuring our Team in this issue - Cornwall SAR (UK)
Right,top: Cornwall Search & Rescue Team in the UK operates
as an urban and moorland Search team but specialise in underground rescue and rope rescue.
Right,centre : Our Market Guide to Rescue Rafts and Ivan
Hansen looks at EMS response to Epilepsy
Right, bottom: Dr Dave Marchant and Dr Mark Taylor are commissioned to research fall arrest and rope working on timber
shoring

ISSUE 56

Spring 2009

TEAM: Ski Patrol & Avalanche Search Dogs
MARKET GUIDE: Hovercraft & Pipe Sealing Airbags
MEDICAL: Physiology of Rescue - Dr Mike Tipton
examines the energy actually exerted during various phases of rescue.
ROPE: UK Coastguard Systems and Reed on Pick-Off Rescues
SPOTLIGHT: New Tripod System from SMC/PMI
REVIEWS: ActSafe Harness, SatMap GPS, Con-Space RamFan,
Petzl ID Descender, OTB Boots, Zeagles Public Safety Diver Rig,
BOOKS: USAR Ops Guide, Wilderness Medicine, InforMed Guides.
www.t-rescue.com

www.t-rescue.com
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Extrication Team Snr Medic, USAR Team
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ex-Fire Officer, Pilot, Rope Rescue Instructor
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for cheque or BACS payment

RICH BELL
Contributor - UK
Paramedic, Dir. Extreme Medics , ex-Police,
Tactical medic, ex-TRU

CHRIS WALKER
Researcher - UK

Ex-Technical Rescue Unit, National RNLI
Instructor (HQ),RNLI Lifeboat crew.
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REED THORNE
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Rope Rescue Editor - USA
Rope Guru, Sedona SAR, ex-Firefighter,
Stonemason and regular NASAR presenter,

IVAN HANSEN
Contributing Editor - Canada
Acting Fire Captain, Advanced Emergency
Medical Care Assistant, ex-Coastguard Aux.

Who’s Who at TRm?
Jez has had a big life changes in 2008
with the birth of his first son Samual
and a new career. Rig Systems was
TRm Contributing Editor-UK acquired by AssetCo plc on 10 Mar 08
and is now called AssetCo Technical
Rescue. It does seem that the term has definitely caught on in
the UK with Technical Rescue Teams/Units and companies
popping up all over the place!
Jez left on 1 Dec 08 following a handover with the new MD,
Matt Bray, his old boss in the Royal Marines. Jez is now studying for Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery at
Peninsula Medical School in the South West of England where
he is double the age of most of the students and commonly
mistaken for the lecturer! In an uncanny link to our next major
signing to the TRm gang, Jez is co-writing an, as yet, unnamed
‘comprehensive international rescue’ text on Swiftwater and
Flood Rescue with US technical rescue specialist Ben Waller this should be published late 2009. Jez also keeps his hand in as a “developing” Expert
Witness in swiftwater, rope and confined space related litigation and is still very much
involved with Higgins and Langley, Drowning Support Network and the IRIA.

Jez Hunter

Ben Waller

After almost 2 years we have finally settled on a ‘replacement’, if we could use
such a term, for the late, great Jim
TRm Water Rescue Editor
Segerstrom. Ben Waller will be known to
many in the US as a straight-talking
proactive rescuer with particular expertise in water rescue as inspired by his mentor Jim. This is a man who
comes highly recommended and having monitored his
postings and output for over a year we know we have a
man after our own hearts and we are extremely pleased
to welcome Ben to Technical Rescue mag. Despite his
stern photo Ben has a sunny disposition and pats kids
and pets dogs! Here is Ben’s comprehensive bio:
Ben Waller is a Battalion Chief with Hilton Head Island
Fire & Rescue, which covers a barrier island in the
Atlantic Ocean off the coast of South Carolina. He is currently assigned as the Chief of Training. Ben has been
involved in firefighting, rescue, and EMS since 1975, and has been a recrational whitewater paddler since 1978. He is a paramedic, US&R technician, and a hazardous materials technician. Ben is an adjunct faculty instructor for the South Carolina Fire Academy,
where he teaches incident command, technical and water rescue, and firefighting. He is
a member of the South Carolina Fire Academy Water Rescue and Rope Rescue Technical
Development Committees. He is the Safety Officer for South Carolina US&R Regional
Response Team 4 and is a member of the Hilton Head Island-Bluffton Hazardous
Materials Team Command Staff . He is the former McMinn County, Tennessee EMS Chief
and the former Greenville County, South Carolina Technical Rescue Team Coordinator. He
is a swiftwater rescue instructor and was a charter member of the American Whitewater
Safety Advisory Committee. He was a member of the 1996 Atlanta Centennial Olympic
Games swiftwater rescue team and was the swiftwater rescue team chief for the 2000
U.S. Olympic Team Trials. Ben has been involved in swiftwater rescue for many national
and international-level whitewater slalom and downriver races, major floods, and recreational swiftwater incidents. He was a major contributor the the Swiftwater and Flood
Rescue Field Operations Guide and is an emergency services author and blogger.
Ben's education includes a Master of Public Administration degree from Clemson
University and undergraduate degrees in Fire Administration and Paramedic/Allied
Health. Ben enjoys whitewater sports and recreational paddling in his off-duty time.
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IN THE NEWS

The Law is an Ass....again
TRm: Background: a woman and her female friend
were passengers in two separate cars returning from
a bar after drinking and smoking marajuana. The
lead car crashed into a lamppost causing the airbags
to activate. The second car stopped to render assistance. The driver was able to extricate himself while
the defendant went to the passenger side and ‘fearing for the safety of the remaining passenger’ proceeded to pull her from the vehicle and place her on
the ground next to the car. The plaintiff had suffered
a spinal injury in the crash and was subsequently
paralysed from the waist down. She sued the defendant claiming that her ‘rough’ handling immediately
after the crash had caused the injury unecessarily
since she felt there was no immediate danger that
required her to be extricated rapidly. The defendant
said she was acting in good faith and used the Good
Samaritan Law to win the case. However, on appeal,
the court came to a different decision based on the
fact that the intervention in question was not ‘medical’ in nature and therefore did not come under the
protection of the ‘Good Samaritan Law’. They found
for the plaintiff. In fact the word ‘medical’ is not mentioned in the code and most would disagree with the
appeal court that this factor was in the spirit when
the ‘law’ was formulated. Professional rescuers would
not actually be affected either way by thissince they
have a duty of care anyway but bystander rescue
which accounts for a multitude of lives saved every
week could be a thing of the past or at least folk
might delay a rescue while they weigh up thepossibility of being sued if they injure the person they intend
to save. There will occasionally be bystander rescues
that are so badly handled as to defy belief but as long
as the intention was to save life it is ridiculous to legislate against the minority of cases and so adversely
affect the majority.

California Supreme Court
allows good Samaritans to be
sued for non-medical care.
By Carol J. Williams - December 19, 2008
Being a good Samaritan in California just got a little
riskier. The California Supreme Court ruled Thursday
that a young woman who pulled a co-worker from a
crashed vehicle isn't immune from civil liability
because the care she rendered wasn't medical. The
divided high court appeared to signal that rescue
efforts are the responsibility of trained professionals.
It was also thought to be the first ruling by the court
that someone who intervened in an accident in good
faith could be sued.
Lisa Torti of Northridge allegedly worsened the
injuries suffered by Alexandra Van Horn by yanking
her "like a rag doll" from the wrecked car on
Topanga Canyon Boulevard. Torti now faces possible
liability for injuries suffered by Van Horn, a fellow
department store cosmetician who was rendered a
paraplegic in the accident that ended a night of
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Halloween revelry in 2004.
reluctant himself to step in to aid a crash victim with
But in a sharp dissent, three of the seven justices
potential spinal injuries, Shapiro said the court's
said that by making a distinction between medical
message was that emergency care "should be left to
care and emergency response, the court was placing
medical professionals." Torti's liability has yet to be
"an arbitrary and unreasonable limitation" on prodetermined in court, and if the Legislature is unhappy
tections for those trying to help.
with any judgment arising from the immunity denial,
In 1980, the Legislature enacted the Health and
it can revise the code, he concluded.
Safety Code, which provides that "no person who in
Torti, Van Horn and three other co-workers from a
good faith, and not for compensation, renders emerSan Fernando Valley department store had gone out
gency care at the scene of an emergency shall be
to a bar on Halloween for a night of drinking and
liable for any civil damages resulting from any act or
dancing, departing in two cars at 1:30 a.m., the jusomission."
tices noted as background. Van
California Health & Safety Code 1799.102, Horn was a front-seat passenger
Although that
passage does
the "Good Samaritan Law," states...... in a vehicle driven by Anthony
not use the word
Glen Watson, whom she also
"No person who in good faith, and not for sued, and Torti rode in the sec"medical" in
compensation, renders emergency care at ond car. After Watson's car
describing the
protected emer- the scene of an emergency shall be liable crashed into a light pole at about
gency care, it
45 mph, the rear car pulled off
was included in for any civil damages resulting from any act the road and driver Dion Ofoegbu
or omission."
the section of
and Torti rushed to help
the code that deals with emergency medical services. Watson's two passengers escape the wreckage.
By placing it there,
Torti testified in a deposition that she saw smoke and
lawmakers intended to shield "only those persons
liquid coming from Watson's vehicle and feared the
who in good faith render emergency medical care at
car was about to catch fire. None of the others
the scene of a medical emergency," Justice Carlos R.
reported seeing signs of an imminent explosion, and
Moreno wrote for the majority.
Van Horn said in her deposition that Torti grabbed her
The high court cited no previous cases involving good
arm and yanked her out "like a rag doll." Van Horn's
Samaritan actions deemed unprotected by the state
suit alleges negligence by Torti in aggravating a vercode, suggesting the challenge of Torti's rescue
tebrae injury suffered in the crash, causing
effort was the first to narrow the scope of the law.
permanent damage to the spinal cord. Neither Torti
The three dissenting justices argued, however, that
nor her attorney, Ronald D. Kent, could be reached
the aim of the legislation was clearly "to encourage
immediately. Kent's Los Angeles law office said he
persons not to pass by those in need of emergency
was in meetings on the East Coast and may not have
help, but to show compassion and render the
seen the decision.
necessary aid."
Van Horn's attorney, Robert B. Hutchinson, disputed
Justice Marvin R. Baxter said the ruling was "illogithe notion that the ruling could have a chilling effect
cal" because it recognizes legal immunity for nonpro- on laymen coming to the rescue of the injured. Good
fessionals administering medical
Samaritan laws have been on the books for
care while denying it for potentially life-saving
centuries and state that "if a person volunteers to
actions like saving a person from drowning or carryact, he or she must act with reasonable care,"
ing an injured hiker to safety.
Hutchinson said. Ms. Torti ran up in a state of panic,
"One who dives into swirling waters to retrieve a
literally grabbed Ms. Van Horn by the shoulder and
drowning swimmer can be sued for incidental injury
yanked her out, then dropped her next to the car," he
he or she causes while bringing the
said, deeming Torti's assessment of an imminent
victim to shore, but is immune for harm he or she
explosion "irrational" and her action in leaving Van
produces while thereafter trying to revive the victim,"
Horn close to the car inconsistent with that
Baxter wrote for the dissenters. "Here, the result is
judgment. Hutchinson said it was too early to say
that defendant Torti has no immunity for her bravery
what sum Van Horn might seek in damages; her origiin pulling her injured friend from a crashed vehicle,
nal suit was summarily dismissed in Los Angeles
even if she reasonably believed it might be about to
County Superior Court before he could arrange expert
explode."
assessments of the costs of her life care and loss of
Both opinions have merit, "but I think the majority
potential income. It was her ambition to become a
has better arguments," said Michael Shapiro, proHollywood makeup artist -- a dream no longer achievfessor of constitutional and bioethics law at USC.
able, the lawyer said.
Shapiro said the majority was correct in interpreting
Torti's trial at the Chatsworth courthouse is expected
that the Legislature meant to shield doctors and
next year.
TRm: It is (we hope!) highly unlikely that other States would
other health care professionals from being sued for
follow this ruling and we hope that this particular case will
injuries they cause despite acting with "reasonable
not progress beyond a severe telling off by the sitting judge
care," as the law requires. Noting that he would be
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But there is NEW POLLS PAGE
hope......
Senator John J. Benoit (R-Bermuda Dunes) today announced that he was recently
recognized as an Outstanding Legislator of 2008 by the California State Sheriffs’
Association for demonstrating his commitment to the public safety of all
Californians. In addition, Senator Benoit today formally introduced legislation (SB
39) to protect Good Samaritans from legal liability, in response to a California
Supreme Court ruling made in December.
Benoit’s bill comes at a critical time, just weeks after the Court, in a 4-3 ruling,
uncovered a significant shortfall in legal protections for Good Samaritans.
A civil suit was filed in the aftermath of a 2004 Chatsworth traffic crash, in which a
Good Samaritan, fearing that a crashed car would explode, pulled her coworker out
of the vehicle. The co-worker filed the suit, claiming that her rescuer pulled her “like
a rag doll,” causing her paralysis. The Court decided that State law, written in
1980, only shielded Good Samaritans from liability incurred in giving medical care
in an emergency.
“Very often, the first responders to an accident are regular citizens. Their assistance
often means the difference between life and death for the victim. This decision
relies on very technical language, which gives me hope that my legislative fix will
overturn this decision,” said Senator Benoit. “But it is discouraging and dangerous,
and sends a terrible signal to would-be Samaritans to reconsider a random act of
kindness to a stranger, lest they want to be on the hook for any accidental injuries
caused in the course of rescue.”
The Good Samaritan Protection Act amends the Health and Safety Code to clarify
the Legislature’s 1980 “Good Samaritan Law” to correct the Supreme Court’s interpretation, thus indemnifying all persons rendering all forms of emergency care, not
just emergency medical care, from liability of civil damages.
On Christmas Eve, Benoit was joined by prominent Rancho Mirage physicist and
“The Father Of Critical Care Medicine,” Max Weil, in a press conference to
announce his legislation. Dr. Weil, whose lifelong contributions to emergency medicine earned him the American Heart Association’s lifetime award, remarked, “Now
if you stop at an accident, you’re at risk (of a lawsuit). We had 26 drownings in this
county last year, mainly toddlers between the age of 1 and 3. Are we to discourage
a bystander from jumping into the pool and pull a child out?”

Our Home page polls and several others are ow available on a separate
POLLs PAGE which you can access by clicking the link beneath the poll on
the Home page. Currently we have polls running on the Brand of ropes
you use, whether you store rope with a pre-tied terminal anchor knot,
whether you carry out stretcher rescue with an unacompanied casualty
and whether you are required to wear a helmet for mud rescue. The original wording on this last poll included ice rescue but since most people
would wear a helmet in the cold even if it was only for extra warmth the
point about overheating during mud-rescue was lost.
As you will see later we will be uploading our long-lost Comprehensive
Rope Rescue Survey from issue 41 and reporting on the findings of some
of these polls in future Newsletters and probably articles in the main
magazine.

SUPPLIERS GUIDE
Long overdue is our Home-Page resource for finding the best equipment
and supplier. Our new Guide provides a web button for companies in
each of 45 categories that links direct to their page specific to the category (where possible). We will also be building up GEAR Review links to
products and where they exist you will be able to click through to the
review from the company’s information box.

This marks the second consecutive year that Benoit won the honor from the
California State Sheriffs’ Association. A thirty-one year law enforcement veteran,
Benoit secured the passage and signing of twenty pieces of legislation relating to
public safety during his three terms in the Assembly. The CSSA, formed in 1894, is
a nonprofit professional organization comprised of California’s 58 sheriffs along
with thousands of law-abiding citizens throughout the state.

Senator John J. Benoit, a former volunteer fire captain and 31year law enforcement veteran, represents the 37th Senate
District, which includes Anza, Banning, Beaumont,
Bermuda Dunes, Cabazon, Calimesa, Canyon Lake,
Cherry Valley, Corona, Desert Hot Springs, El Cerrito,
Hemet, Home Gardens, Homeland, Idyllwild, Indian
Wells, La Quinta, Lake Elsinore, Lakeland Villa,
Lakeview, March AFB, Menifee, Moreno Valley,
Norco, Nuevo, Palm Desert, Palm Springs, Perris,
Rancho Mirage, San Jacinto, Valle Vista,
Winchester, and Woodcrest.

for the case ever having made it this far!
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PRODUCT NEWS

CPR Assistance...
TRm: A product we have looked at in detail before is
the LUCAS Chest Compression System - this has
such great potential that we thought a little reminder
might be in order:
In an review article by Dr K Sunde, Ullevål University
Hospital in Oslo, Norway, it is concluded that LUCAS
Chest Compression
System creates a new
approach for treatment
of sudden cardiac arrest
patients in the cath lab.
The article, published in
Critical Care Medicine
this month, contains a
review of literature using
continuous mechanical
chest compressions during angiography and PCI
(percutaneuous coronary
intervention). PCI is a
treatment recommended
for heart attack patients
– which in turn is the most common single cause of
sudden cardiac arrest.
Whereas heart attack patients are transported
urgently to the hospital for an emergency PCI (coronary intervention), cardiac arrest patients are only
transported for a PCI if their hearts already have

PRODUCT NEWS

been restarted with a defibrillator. Only a very small
fraction of the out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients
are saved today, around 6-8%. If the coronary arteries could be assessed and treated during LUCASsupported circulation, maybe more can be saved.
Dr Sunde writes;
“[…] it is therefore very relevant to start consider the
use of PCI already during ACLS [Advance Coronary
Life Support] in patients not achieving early ROSC
[Return of spontaneous circulation]. The most important beneficial effect with the mechanical
devices is their capability of delivering good
quality uninterrupted chest compressions both
during the PCI procedure, but also during
ambulance transport”
Moreover he discusses;
[…] “The challenge is to identify patients as
early as possible and get them fast tot the
angiographic laboratory.”
The quality of cardiopulmonary resuscitation is
critical during prolonged resuscitation efforts
to sustain vital blood circulation to the heart
and brain. All case reports on mechanical chest
compressions during PCI or angiography have
used the LUCAS device, confirming that the
device is feasible to use in this setting.
The article is called; Experimental and clinical use of
ongoing mechanical cardiopulmonary resuscitation
during angiography and percutaneous coronary
intervention, written by Kjetil Sunde. Published in
Crit Care Med 2008 Vol. 36, No. 11 (Suppl.)
For information: www.lucas-cpr.com

Stearns
Rapid Rescue
Extreme™
Dry Suit
Price $678.99
Waterproof/breathable
fabric
• Internal suspeners
provide optimum fit
• Latex waterproof
seals around neck and
wrist
• Waterproof entry
zipper
• Cordura® knees and
elbows for durability
• Built-in waterproof sock
• Built-in air purge valve
• Neoprene seal protectors around wrist and
neck
• Relief zipper
• Reflective tape around wrists for added visibility
Sizes: S-XXL
www.stearnssafety.com

Turtle Cribbing for
USAR & Extrication

6”x8”x24”
Lumber replacement cribbing
FEATURES
• Non-absorbent
•Unbelievable stability
(ask for video!)
• Stronger, cleaner, safer
than wood
• Non-splitting
• Aggressive patterned,
slip-resistant pyramidlocking
surface, or lincoln
log surface
• Use to build super stable
box crib
• Rope handle at both ends
Full USAR Kits for $1500-$12000

NEW PETZL ROPE
When Petzl first conceived of making a
rope, the question was: who? After a
thorough search, we found Samson
Rope Technologies in Ferndale,
Washington. Samson was founded in
1887 and since that time has concentrated on engineering high performance rope for every conceivable application, the perfect partner to make
our Vector rope line.
Fusion process = better performance
Rope that is lumpy, too soft, or easily
flattened cannot be relied upon for
consistent performance. Vector
Lifeline is manufactured using our proprietary Fusion Process™ to ensure a
firm, yet supple hand, zero sheath
slippage, and resistance to "ovalizing" or flattening of the rope. The
process creates a secure bond
between the sheath and the core while
stabilizing the rope's physical properties. This means you get the same high
performance time after time.
Extensive drop testing using the
BCCTR belay competency criteria* has
shown that metallic devices and
prusiks grab more reliably and pro-

duce shorter stopping
distances
with
Vector®
Lifeline
than with
any other
rope tested.
* A 200 kg
load is dropped
1 m onto 3 m
of rope (Fall
factor of 1/3).
Max impact
force = 15 kN, max stopping distance = 1 m.

Shape matters
Testing definitively shows that flattened ropes yield erratic results.
A round rope means prusiks grab better and lowering devices give
smoother, more controlled descents.
Our precision design and manufacturing techniques ensure that each
Vector lifeline comes to you with a
round cross-section. Best of all, the
proprietary Fusion Process helps it
stay round throughout the life of the
rope.

Vector lifeline
To function optimally in the field,
a life safety rope must possess
several important characteristics: good shape retention, handling, and knotability, as well as
high abrasion resistance and
strength.
A rope's elongation, energy
absorption capabilities, and a
stable bond between sheath and
core are also important.
Making a rope with the best balance of all critical aspects is a
fine art, one that has been fully realized in the development of Vector
Lifeline.
Prusiks in rescue systems
Prusik performance on the host rope is
very dependent on a wide variety of
factors, including but not limited to
rope construction, condition, materials, as well as ambient temperature
and humidity, prusik length and spacing. Thoroughly test any prusik-based
system in a safe environment before
using it in a life safety.
VECTOR® 11 is ideal for use in rope

access systems,
tower climbing,
arborism, and tactical applications.
Rated-NFPA "L"
Vector® 12.5 mm
rope was
designed specifically to address
the needs of modern Fire Rescue
Teams.
Rated-NFPA "G"
Block-creel kernmantle construction with 100%
virgin nylon fiber
core and polyester
sheath for resistance to acids and
other chemicals.
Proprietary Fusion
Process for superior handling,
shape retention,
knotability, and
stable performance.
www.petzl.com
TRm: Petzl Vector ropes are only available
in the US but a modified European version
will be available this year.

MORE NEW STUFF from PETZL
PETZL ID
TRm: Another product we have used
and recommended since its invention is
the Petzl ID descender. Our only gripe
was the difficulty of finding a ‘sweet’
spot for belaying when it was prone to
locking up when there is no load permanently on it. Now all this has changed
with the introduction of a simple belay
‘release’ button in the handle. This is
referred to by Petzl as ‘facilitating a
smooth movement along low-angle or
horizontal terrain’ but the principle
works the same with an unloaded belay
rope. Already available in the US, expect
to see the introduction of the 11mm and
1/2” versions of the ID in the UK from
January.
Expect to see GEAR REVIEWS this year
in Technical Rescue magazine for the
new Falcon Rescue sit-harness as well
as Mountain and ‘Ascent’ (SRT?) versions. Also a new expedition ascender
and a double rope version most often
used by arboristsalong with the brilliant
new arb harness we feature in the current issue of the magazine (#54).

The Large version of
the ID (1/2” ropes)
lacks the sprung gate
of the 11mm version

www.turtleplastics.com
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TRm COMMENT

TECHNICALRESCUE magazine made a point in 2001 of highighting the inadequacy of UK flood rescue resources and asked
why so much money was being spent on structural collapse
(USAR) when flood was such a tangible and inevitable risk. It
took a further 4 years for the USAR juggernaut to slow and
begin diverting funds to water rescue and for meaningful discussion to take place on a coordinated response to flooding. In
actual fact, it still took two major flood events in the UK as well
as regular events in other countries for government and statutory rescue agencies to finally wake up to the fact that this was
a very real risk that needed to be addressed immediately. It
was to Jim Segerstrom’s immense frustration that his regular
representations to UK Fire Officers concerning flood preparedness in 2000-2003 were most often met with the comment ‘we don’t need that, we don’t have any swiftwater in our
county’!
So as we begin 2009 the initial massive financial commitment
to structural collapse has yet to see more than a handful of
deployments that couldn’t have been adequately dealt with by
pre-existing or beefed up fire service resources and voluntary
agencies like IRC, RAPID and BIRD. But Jim would be pleased
to see that most UK Fire & Rescue services have now made
provision for water rescue training and equipment though there
is still no properly coordinated national response capability
and no agreement on who should actually take the lead.
Despite the UK Coastguard’s existing affinity with water rescue
and their coordination of a number of different agencies to
effect water/mud/ice rescue it was the fire service that tacitly
accepted the responsiblity for flood response. However, this
appears to have stalled with the slowing of government funds
and the job of overall coordination for floods has again been
thrown open to ‘offers’. The Fire Service would have liked the
role but are becoming increasilngly aware not only of the significant ongoing financial committment but of a legal ‘grey-area’
that could see them utilised for all manner of water -related
incidents, not just flood. The answer to many of the problems is
a combination of well-trained, well equipped statutory agencies including the military being used in conjunction with the
significant voluntary sector specialist teams - mountain rescue,
inshore rescue, SAR, Dog teams and disaster response teams.
TRm attended an inaugural meeting for IFRA (Inland Flood
Response Association), a new organisation aimed at bringing
together a number of voluntary water rescue resources in the
UK that could assist in the event of serious flood events. We
recommended to the government 4 years ago the formation of
a Flood Response TaskForce using these existing resources and
the under-utilised RNLI overseas flood response team but it fell
on deaf ears so TRm is keen to support this new initiative and
hopes that the government will now offer its full support.
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FIG.1

Number of Units
required on any
given day

1. OVERVIEW OF CURRENT POSITION
Rescue craft type
In anticipation of [the UK Government’s formal response to the Pitt Report], we have
been working closely with a range of partners
UK (RAF & MCA) SAR
12
in recent months to support initiatives aimed
helicopters
at influencing gGovernment policy and
securing improvement in current response
arrangements and responder safety.
Rescue boats (e.g.
140
RB310)
Although Pitt is an entirely English issue, the
multi-agency procedures and protocols that
may be developed as a result could have an High clearance vehi15
impact throughout the wider U.K. Indeed, the cles (e.g. heavy 4x4
trucks).
other partners involved in much of our work,
including MCA, RAF and RNLI, have a UK
wide footprint, so whatever is decided as a
TOTALS
167
result of current English/Pitt work in respect
of multi-agency response standards, will be
deployed by partners “UK-wide”. We would therefore encourage colleagues in
devolved administrations to maintain their current links with CFOA IWSG and IWTG
to ensure that their views are properly considered.
Whilst we continue to make a strong argument for additional funding for an
enhanced FRS statutory role, English FRS colleagues should probably limit their
expectations in this respect. Discussions in respect of statutory duty and funding
within the Pitt Review have only ever encompassed requirements to meet national
capabilities for “major flood events” based on U.K. national planning assumptions.
This means, in practice, that even if we were successful in securing a level of funding for additional water/flood rescue capabilities in England, it is likely that this
would only be provided to meet the requirements of national planning assumptions,
not local needs. The more general issue of water rescue from localised and minor
flooding, inland waterway or boating accidents and the like is not even under consideration and will remain a non-statutory issue to be addressed in England, or not
as the case may be, through local IRMP and council tax decisions.
In early 2008 CFOA issued draft training, competency and equipment standards for
consultation. This consultation concluded in May 2008 and although current governance arrangements precludes CFOA from issuing definitive guidance or standards, our current drafts found wide support from both within the Sservice and from
our statutory and voluntary sector partners such as MoD, Coast Guard, RNLI etc.
We therefore believe that in the absence of any statutory guidance in this area,
these drafts represent current national best practice. It is therefore strongly recommended that Sservices currently considering reviewing their water training and
equipment provision make early contact with their regional CFOA Operations
Committee or IWSG lead for further information before commencing “new” standards work locally or accepting “off the shelf” standards produced by training
providers.
We have also been working with colleagues from Firebuy to develop a framework for
a range of PPE, training and equipment for use in flood response by FRS or any of
the other statutory or voluntary agencies that may become involved in flood
response. This framework will lead, over time, to greater standardisation of equipment, training and approach that will enhance responder safety and assist in
resilience and cross sector/border working.
It is likely that definitive standards will ultimately be introduced through a multiagency flood response manual issued by Defra as part of the proposed Floods Bill.
We currently expect our concept of operations and draft standards to form the starting point for this work.
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A discussion document

CFO Paul Hayden

by

(Chief Fire Officers Association)
in response to the Pitt Report

2. GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO PITT
It is expected that Hillary Benn will
Assumptions
announce
the
Government’s
response to the Pitt Review to the
12 units are available in
House of Commons on the 17th
2,160
2,160
the UK on the day of the
December 2008. The following comevent. Average of 5 peoments are based on our understandple rescued per hr / unit.
ing of what that response is likely to
be. We will review this position once
Average of 7 people
35,280
10,080
more details are made available.
rescued per hr / unit.
The key issue for us is recommendation 39, provision of a fully funded
Average of 8 people
flood rescue capability with a leading
4,320
1,080
rescued per hr / unit.
role for FRS, underpinned as necessary by a statutory duty. We underAim to complete all
stand that Government will support
41,760
13,320
rescue activity within
this recommendation, but that in light
36hrs.
of continued CLG opposition, the
issue of a statutory duty will be
fudged for the moment. It is likely at this stage that only minimal “one off” funding
will be made available to further research this issue and identify how existing multiagency and FRS rescue assets can be maximised.
As the lead Government department for flooding, DEFRA has responsibility for leading on delivery of and English major flooding capability. We therefore expect Hillary
Benn to announce a sum of “seed corn” funding to commence work on a Defra led
flood rescue project.
Advice on how any “seed corn” funding may best be utilised by Defra has already
been sought from the UK SAR Strategic Committee, who passed it on to their
Flooding Sub Group, Chaired by CFOA. In addition to CFOA, this Sub Group includes
CLG, the Police (ACPPO),FO MoD/RAF SAR, Coast Guard and RNLI. The group has
has met to consider Defra’s approach and to consider how limited one off funding
might be used to best effect.
The following outlines our current understanding of the likely challenge for design
of a national capability, and the fundamental principles put forward by CFOA for
addressing them. These have been accepted in principle by Defra and UK SAR colleagues.
3. NATIONAL REQUIREMENT DEFRA - H19 PLANNING ASSUMPTION
The 2006 National Risk Assessment (NRA) determined two risks for major flooding;
a major coastal flood (Hazard No: H19) and a major fluvial flood (Hazard No: H21).
The risk descriptions and Capability Analysis, prepared in December 2005, identified a water rescue requirement for both hazards. The scenario for H19 includes
both overtopping and numerous breaches in coastal defences, resulting in a
national capability requirement: “to rescue1 up to 40,000 people stranded over a
large area along the east coast within 36hrs”.
It is this planning assumption against which any national capability must be
designed and investment justified, although the capabilities and control arrangements could obviously be utilised in response to H21 or other serious, but lesser
events, such as the summer 2007 floods. DEFRA’s capability model, which predates the 2007 floods, is based on the assumptions in fig1 above;
2
“Evacuations involve the movement of people, either through their own efforts or
with the assistance of others, to a place of safety without the need for specialist
equipped rescuers”. “Rescue” means: the period after evacuation when floodwater has inundated an area and people are stranded and assistance is required
from specialist trained and equipped teams to take individuals to safe areas”.
Putting times on rescuing people from flooding is very difficult. Factors that will
SAR Capability
(i.e. no of people
rescued in 36 hrs)
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affect it include: variable rescue conditions, locating and accessing those stranded, moving casualties, language barriers. Also, people often wish to take bags,
pets and goods with them, or they don’t want to leave their house.
4. CFOA COMMENT - MEETING H19 CHALLENGES
4.1 CHALLENGES / RISK ASSUMPTIONS
In light of our previous published research and last year’s experience, CFOA has
offered the following observations in respect of H19 that have been accepted in
principle by Defra and the UK SAR Multi-Agency Group as the basis for future
work.
•Command/co-ordination will be challenging with multiple SCG ([Gold)] and
Government Regions involved. However, we are likely to have at least 12 hours
notice to pre-deploy to an H19 event. This will enable us to establish robust C&C
and pre-deploy assets before the event impacts.
•An event on this scale is will require national coordination of specialist multiagency mutual aid from the outset, in addition to the
provision of sector specialist command support
within impacted authorities as necessary.
•Existing FRS C&C arrangements including
enhanced command support vehicles, development of strategic holding areas, NSAT’s etc can
provide a robust framework within which major
flood rescue operations can be managed.
•H19 will require extensive shelter / decontamination of the public and may involve a
number of collapsed structures. Existing
FRS New Dimensions capabilities could
be harnessed effectively to address these
issues.
•Wide area inundation from the sea on the East
Coast will lead to extended travel distances (>10m) over open
water for some rescue boats. Unless tactics are developed to address this,
the numbers each SRT can rescue per hour will be much reduced due to transit
time to and from scene of operations.
• Identification of natural or man made “high points” through pre-planning, or
provision of large capacity rafts to act as “Lilly pads”, could reduce the time taken
to transfer casualties rescued from immediate danger to a place of temporary
safety.
• Enhanced arrangements for liaison between ground and Air Assets will be
essential during a major event.
• Specialist Rescue work can be categorised in three distinct phases, some of
which may occur concurrently during a major event within a single “Gold”
Command area;
1) Work involving immediate time critical rescues in the most challeng
ing working conditions. (In terms of the challenges and risks to respon
ders arising this is likely to be the most testing period requiring spe
cialist SRT or Helicopter response.).
2) Work involving the rescue / recovery of individuals from places of
temporary safety in inundated structures or vehicles. This is likely to be
the most challenging period in terms of the volume of people requiring
rescue. (However, conditions will enable all available specialist assets,
including first responders and high sided vehicles, to be deployed
alongside SRT and helicopters.)
3) Work involving final search of flooded structures or vehicles and
body recovery beyond the immediate rescue phase. (Water teams
supported by USAR advisors / capabilities may need to be deployed
in badly damaged structures.).
• It is impossible to assess the quantum of individuals in each category due the
high number of variables. These include-:•Whether the event occurs at day or night, or in summer or winter (in
daylight or the summer there would be more people in the open and
more tourists/road traffic. Survivability times would be shorter in winter)
•Whether the most vulnerable individuals or communities are evacuat
ed effectively before the event or had attempted to shelter in situ?
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•Whether sea defences are overtopped or destroyed. (if overtopped,
standing water after the initial inundation may have more difficulty
flowing away, if destroyed, the inundation will be more rapid and more
may be trapped in the open)
• Our experience during the 2007 floods identified that once the initial flood
(surge) has subsided, many rescues can be carried out by properly trained and
equipped 1st responders with inexpensive non-powered boats. This capability did
not exist in 2007 and was not considered in Defra’s 2006 H19 assumptions.

project, are expected to form a starting point for capability design work:
Module 1 Water Awareness
General water safety awareness training and basic land based rescue techniques
Module 2 Water First Responder
To work safely near and in water using land based and wading techniques

• However, we need to ensure that 1st responders are not mistaken for
“cut priced” SRT specialists. They can only make a significant contribution
during a flood event if they are deployed and monitored through an appropriate command and control framework and supported by more experienced SRT teams who can ensure safe systems of work through the
dynamic risk assessment process.
4.2 FUTURE ASSET DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT
In line with CFOA’s 2006 MMFE Report and previous discussions with UKSAR
partners, the following principles have been accepted as a basis for future planning;
1) A Multi-agency Flood Response Framework will clarify
the key challenges and risks associated with major
flood response, along with an outline of the key
agencies involved in responding, their roles and the
structures to support a major event. The overarching
framework will be supplemented by clear multi-agency
guidance on flood rescue and coordination requirements, equipment and training standards.
2) A national typing system will describe standard packages of resource (people and equipment) according to
their capabilities in terms of the outcome they can safely
achieve. Typed assets represent the smallest indivisible
units recognised within the response framework and the system would provide assurance that assets being declared meet
the typing standard.
3) The individuals forming part of a typed team will be “credentialed”, either by
an accredited organisation or an accredited awarding body (for example, the
Sector Skills Council]. To ensure consistency in approach and standards, and
surety for organisations receiving mutual aid, organisations providing rescue
assets must themselves be “accredited” to do so.
4) Small, localised incidents can be managed through the use of individual typed
assets. However, major event responses can best be managed through the use of
standard packages of assets that include a number of capabilities. In the US
these packages of support are referred to as “Taskforces”, in the EU, we are developing these capabilities as response “Modules”. Individual Modules can be multiagency and multi-disciplinary in nature so that no single organisation need have
the burden of providing all of the typed capabilities necessary “in house”.
[TRm: It seems odd to have taken the ‘Taskforce’ principle from the US and
renamed it ‘Module’ which, in most polite society, is part of a training course? We
all understand the TaskForce concept - did it really need to be reinvented? ]
6) A national data base is required to hold details of all accredited rescue organisations, individual typed assets and standardised modules of assets.
By definition, H19 will be a national emergency requiring
multi-agency mutual aid to each of the impacted SCG’s.
7) A single national directing body (similar to the CFOA Flood Support Team set up
in 2007] will be required to ensure the most effective use is made of all assets
available.
Establishment of robust command and control systems andeffective pre-deployment of multi-agency mutual aid resources will be essential for an H19 response.
To maximise early warning and ensure effective deployment decisions .
8) the national coordinating team/unit must have access to high quality, real
time weather and environment data.
4.3 CFOA TRAINING / CAPABILITY STANDARDS
The following CFOA capability standards have already been adopted in principle by
many UK SAR colleagues and whilst they are subject to review within a national
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Module 3 Water Rescue Technician
Specialist water rescue operation
Module 4 Water Rescue Boat Operator
Rescue boat operation
Module 5 Water Rescue Incident Management
Water related incident command [bronze / silver]
Module 6 Major Flood Event Management
Strategic Advisory / Gold level (module still under development)
4.4 H19 MAJOR FLOOD RESCUE MODULE -– ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Whilst not intended to be definitive, the following outlines the potential range of
capabilities that may be encompassed within a single major flood rescue
response module. The purpose of a modular system is to ensure that comprehensive packages of resources can be bundled together to maximise the effect that
can be delivered on the ground, and provide a basis for a robust and safe system
of work.
These modules would provide specialist capabilities and support to local responders, but it will be for SCG / Gold Commanders in the impacted area to determine
whether a module is attached in its entirety to a geographical area linking into
Silver operations, or held at an SHA with component elements forward based to
Silver for deployment as necessary. Once LRF’s have clarity about the capabilities
they can rely upon through this system, they can assess the most appropriate use
of modules in their locality and encompass these decisions into their pre-planning and exercising arrangements.
In general terms, if additional tactical components, such as SRT, were required,
additional teams can be mobilised and placed under the coordination of the single module structure so long as span of control limitations are not exceeded, i.e.
no more than 5 x key reporting lines. However, if additional command or logistical
capabilities are required in addition to tactical teams, for example, to service
multiple Silver’s with extensive local rescue operations, it would be more effective
to mobilise additional modules.
4.5 NATIONAL CAPABILITY DESIGN
Based on the above in purely mathematical terms, 5 x taskforces could in theory
rescue 36,000 people in 36 hrs. With the 3,000 plus expected to be rescued by
Helicopters and other means, we would be close to meeting the national planning
target. However, these assumptions do not take into account some of the practical and logistical issues involved.
When considering the LRF’s likely to be impacted by H19, each requiring specialist support and mutual aid, we have the following requirements;
1.Humberside
2.Lincolnshire

3.Norfolk
4.Suffolk

5. Essex
6. London?

It may be prudent to plan to put at least one module into each impacted area,
supplemented with additional tactical components as necessary. The geography
of some of these areas, such as Norfolk and Lincolnshire, may necessitate additional modules to provide the level of command and coordination necessary. For
example, in 2007, Norfolk established two Silver Commands, east and west, with
teams preparing for impact at Great Yarmouth and Kings Lyn. The road travel time
between these two areas for SRT with boats on trailers, is approximately one and
a half hours.
To facilitate local planning, training and ownership of the modules, it may be more
effective to build resilience on a regional basis in England, building capability for
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POTENTIAL KEY COMPONENTS OF A SINGLE MAJOR
FLOOD RESCUE MODULE ( For illustration only)
only)
COMMAND & SUPPORT LOGISTICS
Module Commander ([Silver / Gold level experience with sector specific major
flood competence)]
Enhanced C&C Unit and support team delivering dedicated command and communications capability
Air Liaison Officer ([MCA / RAF)]
USAR Advisor & USAR Team
2 x FLOOD RESCUE GROUPS EACH COMPRISING;
Group Leader ([Bronze Commander /Tactical Capability Advisor)]
Large Capacity Rescue Raft / Casualty Handling Team
5 x “Type B” SRT each with Team Leader
5 x “Type D” First Responder Units each with Team Leader
IRU Mass Decontamination Unit with Team Leader and 4 x support pumps
crewed by personnel trained to Level 1 water awareness.
(NB: A single module is expandable up to 5 x independent Flood Rescue Groups)
H19 Major Flood Rescue Module [victim] Rescue Assumptions
SRT (in conjunction with large capacity rafts/pre-designated refuges) 10/ hr
1st Responder Units 10 / hr
SRT x 10 x 10pph x 36hrs 3600
SRT x 10 x 10pph x 36hrs 3600
Taskforce nominal 36 hr rescue total: 7,200
8 x modules (or 9 if London is to be included). A regional basis for module design
would also improve local liaison between the various agencies and voluntary sector units that would improve local resilience to deal with smaller scale events.
5. NEXT STEPS: DEFRA NATIONAL CAPABILITY PROJECT
In light of the potentially limited initial “seed corn” funding available, the following objectives were agreed by the UK SAR Ggroup as the most effective way of
addressing current risks and building capabilities;
1 Develop common multi-agency operational procedures supported by a comprehensive multi-agency flood response manual. ([The National Framework)
2 Develop common multi-agency training, accreditation and credentialing
arrangements.
3 Develop common multi-agency command / coordination arrangements.
4 Examine all existing assets ([FRS, statutory and voluntary sector)] and then
type, accredit and credential them in accordance with the above.
5 Build an initial national asset data base and communicate the new arrangements within the response and emergency planning / management community.
6 From this work, iIdentify outstanding capability and funding gaps.
7 The project will make final recommendations for addressing long term needs,
including final recommendation on statutory roles or ways of securing clarity and
certainty by some other means.
8 There may be remaining “seed corn” funding to support practical development
of capabilities. First responder units are an entirely new capability, address key
FRS concerns in relation to training and PPE for front line, non-specialist staff,
and can be quick and relatively inexpensive to create. More importantly, the ongoing training burden for first responders is far less demanding than SRT, important
if no long term revenue support is identified for maintenance of these skills.
If matters progress as we would hope, a formal Defra led project will be initiated
in the New Year. This will be supported by CFOA and facilitated through the secondment of appropriate specialist FRS officers. Multi-agency links and contributions will be managed with our partners represented at UK SAR.
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FORMATION of a New UK Flood Rescue Group:

Inland Flood Rescue Association

IFRA

SWIFTWATER
INCIDENT

The inaugural meeting of the Inland Flood Rescue Association got under way
on the frosty morning of the 29th of November 2008, present were Flood
Rescue teams from around the country and guest speakers from the Fire and
Rescue Service and Water Rescue Training providers.
The introduction for the morning was given by the Chairman of the
Association Rob Murray, who outlined the primary and secondary objectives
of IFRA.

Bethesda MD, USA

Proving that flood and swiftwater
incidents can occur anywhere, anytime this incident on the
main hwy130 (RiverRoad) in Bethesda, Maryland
(Montgomery Co just outside Washington DC) occurred on 23rd
December when a 66” water main burst and sent 150,000 gallons a
minute cascading down the road engulfing cars and drivers. This excellent graphic by the
Washington Post shows the aftermath and the route
taken by the water in this 90 minute incident. The piperuptured at 8am with the main flow shut off at 9.30am.
Luckily an advanced water rescue team (Cabin John Water
Rats) and fire and police departments that have been well
groomed for water rescue (Park
Police & Montgomery County
FD) meant that this incident was
dealt with quickly.

Primary Objectives:

• To obtain a seat on UK SAR to represent water rescue teams within the UK
• To provide support for developing water rescue teams within the voluntary
sector and give advice and guidance on providing a professional accredited
rescue service.
• To co-ordinate and provide information on specialist approved teams available to the emergency services within the UK
• To provide advice and assistance to its members on matters of insurance,
qualifications and current legislation.
• To lobby government and other bodies to the benefit of member water rescue teams within the UK.

Photo: NYTimes

News Story by By Michael Doyle |
McClatchy Newspapers:
No one expected this flood. Shortly before 8
a.m. Tuesday, a 66-inch water pipe burst near
the swank Congressional Country Club in
Bethesda, Md., just outside Washington.
Photo by Maxwell Kepler
Suddenly, fire and rescue crews who'd trained
along the nearby Potomac River had to put the skills they'd learned on the river's treacherous rapids into practice on a suburban
street. Emergency tones began sounding at fire stations throughout the region, as the scope of the problem became evident.
Firefighters, technical rescue squads, paramedics and helicopters converged. The first ground crew on the scene was Engine 710
from a nearby Montgomery County, Maryland station. The engine company's lieutenant, Bill Phelps, told WUSA Television that they
were fortunate to have their water rescue gear with them. WUSA's David Statter, who's long covered the Washington area's fire and
rescue operations, reported that Phelps was tethered for safety and then walked four victims out of their cars and onto dry land.
Montgomery County, through the Cabin John Park Volunteer Fire Department, maintains two water rescue strike teams, as well as an
underwater rescue team, at two nearby stations. A flat-bottom boat was used to reach another stranded car, from which one or two
passengers were rescued. The Maryland State Police, which only three months ago lost one of its rescue helicopters in a crash that
killed four people, dispatched one of its remaining choppers. The French-built Dauphin helicopters are typically staffed by a pilot and
a flight paramedic. If necessary, they can lift up to 600 pounds.
The state police chopper’s big rescue Tuesday, though, weighed much less. In a hair-raising operation that was captured on video,
the helicopter lowered a rescue basket to lift a driver and child out of a car that was being badly battered by water. Elsewhere, a firefighter became stranded amid the swirling water. Enter The Eagle, a U.S. Park Police rescue helicopter based on the opposite side of
Washington, D.C., in an area called Anacostia. Pilot Kevin Chittick and flight paramedic Jeff Hertel, each with more than 17
years of experience, were assigned the job of retrieving the stranded firefighter. There were moments of high drama, for sure. But
Park Police spokesman Lt. Dennis Bosack told McClatchy that the Park Police and Montgomery County Fire and Rescue frequently
train together. The county is responsible for at least part of the river, which is entirely in Maryland, while the Park Service is responsible for the land on the Maryland, D.C. and Virginia sides. Bosack said that past missions along the river, and ongoing joint training, paid off Tuesday. All told, rescuers brought between
12 and 16 motorists to safety. By 9:30 a.m., the operation was concluded.
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Secondary Objectives:

• To develop and improve methods of water rescue.
• To test, evaluate, and endorse/report on new equipment for its members.
• To provide technical information on all aspects of water rescue for its members
• To share information, training and provide support to other teams when
required.
• To enable teams to obtain equipment and insurance at discounted prices by
bulk purchase.
• To apply for grants, support and equipment for the mutual benefit of its
members.

Fire and Rescue Service talks

After the introduction Rob invited to speak Mr Paul Hayden, Chief Fire Officer
for Hereford and Worcester Fire and Rescue Service. During the talk he outlined the FRS proposals in response to the 2007 Pitt Review and Gave the
meeting great insight in to the future of Flood Rescue and how there will be
a role for voluntary teams within this future. Although still uncertain Paul
made the conference aware that ad-hoc, unregistered and un-audited teams
would not be part of the planned response and would be unable to attend incidents, this gives us all a confidence that those that are operational during
severe flooding are capable of fulfilling their role.
The Second Talk from the FRS was given by Martin Bills, who has been working on a system of “Team Typing”, this is a system which allows teams to be
trained equipped and audited to fit the roles needed in a flood rescue situation. A “Typed” team could be from any agency, organisation or voluntary
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Cur r ent Member Teams:
Hovercraft Search and Rescue UK
STAR Search “technical and rescue team”
Inshore Search and Rescue Midlands
Global Rescue Services
REACT UK Water Incident Team
Technical 24 Search and Rescue
Cardiff & Vale Rescue Association
Mercia Inshore Search and Rescue
K38 UK Personal Water craft Training
group and fulfil the roles assigned by the governing body. Although in draft
we were privileged to learn of the latest moves in the direction of the final
draft to allow the teams present to prepare for what will come soon.
Training in Swift Water and Flood Water Next followed a presentation by Paul
O’Sullivan, Managing Director of Rescue 3 UK. Paul outlined the need for
Training in the appropriate environment as well as the need for accountability for that training. His ideas and insight into this area were well received by
the Teams Attending and will certainly help with the direction of the IFRA
framework to ensure the UK’s volunteers are ready to work alongside the
Government agencies responsible for Flooding response.

Launch Weekend Demonstrations

After a fine Buffet lunch at Upton Upon Severn Marina, arranged by the
Weekends host Mercia Rescue it was off out into the crisp, cold air to watch
the teams provide demonstrations for the attendees. With Global Rescue
using Search Dogs to locate a simulated Drowned person and Inshore Search
and Rescue Midlands deploying a Water Rescue Team from a bridge to the
water 8 metres below, and various rescue craft were on show.

Outcomes of the Weekend

The formation of IFRA was finalised by a meeting of Team Leaders from
around the UK, and agreement has been unanimous with the adoption of the
Proposed “team typing” if it is instated as it has been proposed. IFRA will be
looking for funding to claim centrally for all member teams and distribute this
funding to those teams whom need the most help in complying with the standards.
Training will be standardised within the Association to help all Member teams
to develop and integrate when deployed. IFRA will work hard to ensure that
Equipment meets the regulations and to provide advice on equipment to manufacturers and teams alike. The Association will also
seek to give feedback and assistance to Training Providers on equipment,
training and hazards faced by the teams.
Insurance will be looked in to and with the assistance of the FRS IFRA hope
to put in a national policy on insurance.
For further information please contact: info@floodrescueuk.com
TRm is a firm supporter of this initiative (providing agreed standards are
met). Having attended this meeting we were surprised to learn that Fire
Service ‘ Team Typing’ (assuming that Fire will be the lead agency) would
NOT include either hovercraft or PWC as listed useable assets for floods.
However, we would agree that ALL water craft crews should meet a minimum in-water rescuer qualification even if they have no intention of leaving
their craft. Maybe this was the reason for this odd exclusion?
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STATISTICS

New Zealand Water Incidents
Shane Briggs, Swiftwater Rescue Instructor with Rescue Emergency
Support Team (NZ-RT4) in Palmerston North, New Zealand provided
this useful statitistic recently on an H2O forum discussion begun by
Liam Kelman on the rise of water rescue incidents but a decline in
drownings in New Zealand:

The Finest Water
Rescue Ropes

The Finest
Rescue Ropes

On average, over 137 NZ'ers die each year from drowning (1980 2007)
26% of total drownings occurred at beaches
24% of drowning occurs in rivers
20% of total drownings occurred offshore
10% of total drownings occurred in tidal waters
7% of total drownings occurred at still inland waterways
6% of total drownings occurred in domestic environments
5% of total drownings occurred in home pools
2% of total drownings occurred in public pools
Excluded from stats are intentional, or non water related transport
deaths as these are the responsibilities of other agencies.

Icelandic Rescue Team Bjorgunarfelag Arborgar make running repairs to their tracked
snow-vehicle. Previous to this the same vehicle had to be recovered when it was part submerged in a snow-filled crevasse indicating the risks taken by these well trained, well
equipped Icelandic teams when traversing glaciers.
Photo: Bjorgunarfelag Arborgar

Of particular interest:
47% of river victims had no intention on being in the water, so no PFD
or perhaps swimming ability
80% of total drowning victims are male
For every one fatality there are 8 near fatal drowning incidents.

www.sterlingrope.com

REED THORNE
IN THE UK & EUROPE

Autumn 2009
The considerable talents of TRm’s favourite
Rope legend Reed Thorne will be available to
European rescuers this year when Reed takes
his courses on a mini road trip to the UK and
Europe. This is a great opportunity to
learn no-nonsense rope rescue from one of
the world’s foremost practitioners. If your
team or agency would be interested in hosting and/or taking a Ropes That Rescue course
in the Autumn of 2009 email TRm:

reed@trescue.com

OPEN ENROLMENT &
CUSTOM COURSES

TRm covered the work of the Madrid Fire Service in our very first issue and marvelled at the dedicated structural collapse
vehicles which were still decades away in the UK. Here, Barcelona (Bomberos) shore an old building that has been
severely damaged in a gas explosion. Note the extreme heights involved in these shores as the first floor has collapsed
completely. photo by J Pol
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Industrial Rescue • Tower rescue •
Rope Access • Mountain Rescue •
Rigging Skills • Team Skills • AZV •
WEB: www.ropesthatrescue.com
PHONE: +1 (928) 282-7299
EMAIL: info@ropesthatrescue.com
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go to: www.t-rescue.com
shopping cart........subscriptions

£8./$15 ea

Email us your interesting incident reports
- pics, timeline, teams/units involved,
details of equipment & techniques used
and we’ll publish as many as we can.

REVIEWS
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PIPELINE

A whole raft of new products from Petzl are filtering out into the fild new versions of the ID descender complete with that neat button for
making belaying much smoother, new sit and arb harnesses, ascender
and ropes - it’s a veritable Alladin’s cave in the office at the moment!
Ram Fan have submitted their latest mini-electric fan and ducting this is something we used on the Unit for con-space rescue (venting) several years ago and we loved it - neat, compact and easy to lug about. The
fan and ducting was/is in a smooth rotomoulded plastic casing and
stands out from the normal PPV options in evry way except size.
Yet to receive but on its way is the latest descender from SAR
Products - now renamed the SARAB this is a handled, autolock
descender with articulated handle to make heavy loads easier to control.
Our SatMap GPS unit is still being abused: this is a relatively new system introduced into the UK using Ordnance Survey maps instead of
graphics to show exactly where you are. Packed full of the usual GPS features SATMap promises to be a revelation in Search operations. Not yet
fully ‘ruggedised’ for marine and helicopter use it is nevertheless waterproof and shock proof to an acceptable degree.
Sean is currently playing with Zeagles Quick Deployment Public Safety
Diver Rig and will be reporting on that in the next issue.
OTB Boots we’ve had on the go for a while now and with just about all
of us using at least one of their in-water styles there’s plenty of diverse
views -Sean, Myself, Rich and Gary will review these in issue 56.
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If anyone has any good condition copies of any of the
following issues and would like to swap them for a free 2 year
subscription (worth £45.00/$75.00) or some other barter that
is mutually agreeable (we will also pay the postage) please
contact Ade at ade6@aol.com:

www.abtechsafety.com
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FOCUS ON ISSUE 41
Issue 41
This issue came
out in Spring 2004
immediately after
the Paris Charles
DeGaul Airport roof
collapse in May
and not long after
the Glasgow gas
explosion/ building
collapse. It featured a photo by
Gere Scott of NYPD
Emergency
Services Unit providing ongoing
security on Wall
Street near
Ground Zero . Our
COMMENT in this issue was entitled 9-11 TAKING STOCK and
just for a change I [Ade Scott] was ranting on about the astronomical level of USAR expenditure compared with virtuallynothing (at that time) on flood or improved medical response.
In it we promised to revisit (in 2009) my predicition that by
this year the cost of UK New Dimensions and US Homeland
Security USAR initiatives specifically relating to structural collpase incidents would be be approx £5-to £15 million per life
saved. We will examine this in detail in one of this year’s
issues but it would appear that this figure was woefully on the
low side!
Jim Segerstrom looked at Mike Crosslin’s brilliant new invention the Reach Rescue system for deploying and hooking
water rescue throwlines. Jim couldn’t be said to be totally
unbiased on this one since he and Mike were two of three
original innovators of swiftwater (and indeed the term ‘swiftwater’), however we at TRm can all vouch for the wisdom of
Jim’s words in recommending this excellent piece of kit. He
also began his mammoth series (sadly unfinished) of articles
on flood and swiftwater with a look at Swiftwater Rescue 25years on. I took the opportunity to highlight two principles that
we on the Technical Rescue Unit firmly believed in:
“An ‘Instructor’ by definition should be
considerably more skilled and experienced than his/her average student”
and
“ a Swiftwater Technician CANNOT be
created in 3 days with no prequalifications”
These fitted well with Jim’s own doctrine
and if you get the chance to look back
at his article based largely on the state
of play in 2001 you will see just how
prophetic Jim’s words were. He wasn’t the only one one saying
them of course as folk like Mike Crosslin and Jim Lavally will
www.t-rescue.com

testify but he was sure as hell gonna get that message across no
matter how much the
FEMA and Chief Fire
Officers at that time
didn’t want to hear it!
Elsewhere in issue 41
Doctors Rebecca and
Thomas Gimenez
began a major twopart article on Large
Animal Rescue and
their teachings were subsequently taken up by UK Fire Services
who not only attended their courses in the US but got them over
to the UK a few years later to pass on their knowledge ‘on-site’.
We reviewed Peter Bell’s inordinately robust Tangent stretcher
which the Technical Rescue Unit was using and advocating not
only for its obvious rope rescue applications but for the extraction of morbidly obese casualties 30 to 50 stones and more! something we were seeing a lot of at that time and for which the
flat bed tangent proved extremely useful.
We fell right into the Suspension Trauma trap which we now suspect was a load of fuss about nothing. Operationally, even
though we were aware of the new ‘recommendations’ we
changed nothing because our response times were always in
excess of 15minutes and if what was being said was true our
‘victims’ would be dead anyway. Needless to say we never once
came across the phenominon in 15 years of ops!
This issue also saw a major feature- a Rope Rescue Survey by
myself and Greg Toman in Oz. We were actually quite excited
about this and reading it now I still believe
that this was a well put together, easy to
complete survey which would have told us a
lot about what was being used worldwide.
However, the number of respondents was so
poor we couldn’t follow up the article. This
was a shame because those that did
respond were high quality in terms of their
standing in the rope world. I think we will
look at getting this article on the website hopefully on the polls page and see if we
can’t get a much better response this time around - certainly all
of the questions are as vaild today as they were then.

CONTENTS
PRODUCT NEWS:
Anti-Jellyfish Suncream, Vehicle SOS
pack, Con-Space USAR Comms Kit,
Reflexite conspicuity for clothing,
Pelican 0350 Cube Case & M8 LED
torch, AwareNess Isareliincident management system, Ferno FIRE Bird vehicle, BAPCO 2004,
AQUATIC:
Rapid Rescue - The Swiftwater
Technicians Course by Jim
Segerstrom
BACK to BACK
MultiTools (Wenger Pocket Grip,

Leatherman Pulse, Supertool, Wave)
MEDICAL:
Tactical Medicine in Iraq by Richard
(Dinger) Bell
Compressions in CPR by Ade Scott
Suspension Trauma by Dave Merchant
ROPE RESCUE:
A TRm Equipment and Techniques
Survey
SPECIALS
Large Animal Rescue by Dr Gimenz
GEAR REVIEWS:
Bell Tangent 5 Stretcher
Wolf Lite Tracker (Led Marker light)
BW MicroGasAlert Monitor
CPR EZY
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Higgins and Langley Memorial Awards
in Swiftwater Rescue

CALL for NOMINATIONS
The Higgins and Langley Memorial Awards in Swiftwater Rescue honor
outstanding achievement in the technical rescue discipline of swiftwater
and flood rescue. They are not heroism awards, but rather recognize
preparedness, teamwork, and a job well done, sometimes under
extreme conditions, where training is vital to the success of rescue
missions, as well as the safety of rescue personnel.
Flooding is the leading cause of weather-related death nationwide.
The swift water environment, including recreational activities, can
be deadly year round. Rescuers who lack proper swiftwater/flood
rescue training and equipment are at risk of serious injury and loss
of life. Every year, would-be rescuers, both citizens and
professionals, die in swiftwater incidents. Although improvements
in response capability are being made by many public safety
agencies, others remain inadequately prepared to perform safe
and effective swiftwater and flood rescues.
The Higgins and Langley Memorial Awards have increased awareness
about the need for specialized swiftwater and flood rescue training
and preparedness. As a result, worldwide training certifications have
increased and agencies have been inspired to develop viable water
rescue programs, both for the protection of the public, as well as the
safety of their personnel.

Nominations may be submitted electronically
(coming soon...), or you may download the PDF
files from the higgins & Langley website
(www.higgins&langley.com) and mail or email
your completed application, including support
documentation, to:
Matthew Mauzy, Secretary
PO Box 335
Chapel
Hill
NC 27514-0335
USA
nominations@higginsandlangley.org
photo - Yosemite SAR, CA,
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